Appendix - VIII

Framework of Developed Focused Group Discussion

The Focused Group Discussion with the Pre-Service Teachers was initiated as to discuss on the ICTACLA in terms of their reflections, further it probed into the deep discussion regarding various aspects of ICTACLA wherein all the Pre-Service Teachers freely discussed their ideas, namely,

- Feel of ICTACLA
- ICTACLA facilitating Science
- Lesson designing Employing ICTACLA
- Experiences during practice teaching while employing ICTACLA
- Exploring the Possible Role of Pre-Service Teachers in the context of ICTACLA in their Profession
- Designing Constructivist Learning Approach Environment
- Problems faced during Practice Teaching with ICTACLA
- Effectiveness of ICTACLA in Science
- Suggestions of the Pre-Service Teachers on ICTACLA in Science